Holiday Films
by Alan Paramor (as Alan Moore) & Peter Pavey (as Partridge Green)

Do you ever get those friendly invitations
Without realising all the implications
People ask you round to tea, you think that's all it's gonna be
'til you find they've just returned from their vacations
Oh we've got some holiday films for you to see
Yes we've lots of holiday films for you to see
We'll get out the projector, and plug in the connector
Then it's really just as simple as can be
Now here's a really lovely colourful scene
I wonder why it's all gone blurred and green
Oh I've got a funny feeling it's in focus on the ceiling
What a pity we can't fix it on the screen
The next one is a corker of the Palma de Majorca
And oh look there's me I'm waving from the villa
There's some views across the mountains, and a nice one of the fountains
But they're hidden by that great big Roman pillar
Yes we've been to France and Spain and Italy
And we've reels and reels of pictures of all three
There's the leaning tower of Pisa, no that's not the Mona Lisa
It's another one that someone took of me
Oh we've lots more holiday films for you to see
We've got scores of jolly good films for you to see
There's another view of Rimini from behind the hotel chimney
Who's that waving in the background? Why it's me!
Now here's the first time when we tried the zoom
We were taking pictures from the hotel room
There's the hotel keeper's daughter, bending over in the water
You can see we really found it was a boon
It caused such a palaver all along the Costa Brava
When I tried to take a girl in her bikini
She lost all her composure when I asked for more exposure
And she said "I don't know what you really meaney!"
A Spanish policeman grabbed me by the tail
The Consul had to come and pay the bail
Why they took my lens and shutter and they flung 'em in the gutter
Here's the last one, it's me, coming out of jail
Olé!
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